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Introduction 
 
 

The FEI IT department is very pleased to announced that some improvements have 
been made on parts of different modules on the FEI Family system.  

 
This document shows these changes and gives some explanations on what is now 
available on the system. 

 
Some points are only touched on, but if you need any further information, please do 

not hesitate to contact us: Laurianne.cordey@fei.org 
 
 

Note: All print screens are only examples.  
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General 
 

1. Package of Web Services for Providers 

 

 

Some new Web Services have been implemented for OCs providers.  

These Web Services allow the providers to deal with results and get accurate information 
directly from the FEI database. 

 

The OCs providers can get the following information: 

 

Show Search for show records matching given criteria. 

Retrieve all records of event by using the code of the show  

Get a record of a show given by its Show Code  

Event Get a record of an Event given by its Event Code 

Search for event records matching given criteria.  

Retrieve a list of detailed results related to an event given by its code.   

Competition Retrieve a list of event competition records.   

Retrieve all records of competition by using the code of the show 

Get a record of a Competition given by its Competition code  

Retrieve a list of detailed results related to a competition given by its code.   

Rider Search for person records matching given criteria.   

Retrieve the record for a person.   

List all registrations for a given person.   

Get the horses associated to a given competitor.   

Horse Search for horse records matching given criteria.  

Retrieve the record for a horse.   

Retrieve the current horse owner.   

List all registrations for a given horse   

Get the competitors associated to a given horse.   
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2. Web Services for National Federations – 2nd Phase 

 

 

A new version of Web Services have been implemented for National Federations.  

This new version contains some improvements and facilitate the exchange of data 

between NFs and the FEI. 

 

The following new methods have been implemented: 

 

Calendar Get a record of an event given by its event code 

Get a list of record for events given their event codes 

Search for event records matching given criteria  

Result Retrieve a list of event competition records given by a show code 

Get a record of a competition given by its competition code 

Get a list of records for competitions given by their competition codes 

Get the results of the competition given by its code in the same format as in 

getNFResults 

Get the results of the event given by its code in the same format as in 

getNFResults 

 
 

 
Reminder: 
 

A workshop for NFs IT specialists about Web Services for NFs will be held in Lausanne – FEI 
HQ on the 3 & 4 November 2011. If you are interested in participating, please send us your 

subscription as soon as possible. 
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3. Dressage/Endurance & Eventing - Customize result display 

 

 
In Dressage / Endurance and Eventing results, a new column for the Prize money has been 
added. So far, that column was only visible for Jumping.  

 
The display of dressage results has been adjusted. 

The judges’ scores are now displayed in the Competition “Individual Results” page. 
 

 
 

 
 

The Vet Gate average speed and times for Endurance in the “Individual Results” page have 
also been added. 
 


